
STUDY ENGLISH ESSAY TEST

Essay exams test you on â€œthe big pictureâ€•- relationships between major Find sample questions in the textbook or
on previous exams, study.

Some things to keep in mind as you write your essay include the following: Avoid excuses. These tell you the
particular perspective that your instructor considers important the one from which your response will be
graded. Manage your time At the beginning of the exam, divide the time you have by the number of marks on
the test to figure out how much time you should spend for each mark and each question. Write down the actual
clock time that you expect to take in each section, and stick to it. It all comes down to the three simple
minutesâ€¦ Essay Basics There are two ways to lose points on essay questions. I used to write my outlines on
the back cover of the blue book. A few minutes of careful proofreading can improve your grade. Things to
Avoid Essay exams can be stressful. Let's say the question asks you to compare and contrast what regime
theory and hegemonic stability theory would predict about post-cold war nuclear proliferation. Interpretation
words may include: prove, justifyâ€”give reasons or examples to demonstrate how or why something is the
truth. Think about how different categories relate to each other. Many writers, faced with this problem, begin
in the middle of an essay, leaving the first page blank or using a "dummy" introduction, and add the
introduction last, after they have figured out what -- exactly -- their writing is about. Lunsford, Andrea A. You
will also begin to form a deeper understanding of the test material overall. This will help you avoid spending
all your time on only one section. Everything you include in your answer should help to answer the question
and support your thesis. Read over all the questions on the exam. Literally: look at your watch and time
yourself for seconds. Don't write at the end that you ran out of time, or did not have time to study because you
were sick. You may draw a blank, run out of time, or find that you neglected an important part of the course in
studying for the test. Works consulted We consulted these works while writing the original version of this
handout. Hint: if you finish a half-hour essay in 10 minutes, you may need to develop some of your ideas more
fully. The fear of running out of time motivates you to start writing as soon and as fast as possible. Organize
your supporting points.


